Little Bells Newsletter
Week Ending 30th April 21
Our focus story for this week has been Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. We have
watched some clips from the original Disney film to help in our description of the
character’s personalities of the Queen and Snow White. The children matched a list of
words according to the characters, for example wicked, kind, evil and caring. We also
enjoyed watching a few of the funnier clips, particularly the Dwarfs wash time!
In our maths we made a pictogram after we taste tested green and red apples. The
children decided which apple they liked the best and coloured a small apple picture with
their preferred apple colour and added it to the chart. We discussed the results and
found that most children preferred the green apples to the red.
In our phonics this week we have focused on the sounds ‘e’ and ‘u’. We read the stories
and practised writing them on white boards, with chalks in our outdoor area and making
them out of play dough.
Little Bells had another enjoyable P.E session with Tom and Josh from Accrington
Stanley. This week we learnt to balance with different parts of our bodies. We played
musical statues and a few games of Grandma and Grandpa, which seemed to be a
favourite so we have continued to play this game in our outdoor provision time.
Welly walk Wednesday although dry was rather chilly so…to keep warm the children
were sent on a race to gather up all the Dwarfs hats that had blown off the washing
line. Once collected the children had to peg the hats in number order to make sure none
were missing.
Friday we had a special R.E day and looked at the Hindu Festival of Holi (The festival of
colour). The children watched clips of how the festival is celebrated and have
participated in some fun and colourful activities.
Next week our story theme will be… posted on our Facebook page Sunday morning.
Just a reminder it is bank holiday Monday, so enjoy an extra-long weekend and we will
see you bright and early Tuesday morning.
Mrs Hall

